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STILL BURN IN FIRE
------------------
(Music: Asmodeus &amp; Schwarz / Lyrics: Asmodeus)
Castle of desire - With blood-drunken choirs
Songs of sorrow - Resound through the halls
The thoughts of lust - Remain in my brain
The feelings I get - From the towers of hate
Castle of desire - With blood-drunken choirs
Songs of sorrow - Resound through the halls
Hopeless madness to burial oblivion
A slave to darkness, again
Burn in the fire of lust - So strong
It's so hot, cold, a delivery of my soul
Blasphemy
It's the fire that keeps me warm
Holds me tight and burns me right
It's the fire that burns in me
Still burn in fire !
It's my still burnin' fire
It's the fire that keeps me warm
Holds me tight and burns me right
It's the fire that burns in me
Whispers - I try to understand them
Living in a world of visions
I thinkI'm dying
Sadness - This is my price
For all the sins
I've done to you
Majesty crown - Allowed to speak black
Serenades with crimson decades
Change the face - With the mask of pain
Special dreams - The shadow-hunt returns
Come on to the arrival of this hungry flame
Irreverent is her name
It's my knocking, calling, burning chest
Delivery of the bestialized haircrest
It's the fire that keeps me warm
Holds me tight and burns me right
It's the fire that burns in me
Still burn in fire !
It's my still burnin' fire
It's the fire that keeps me warm
Holds me tight and burns me right



It's the fire that burns in me
Whispers - I try to understand them
Living in a world of visions
I thinkI'm dying
Sadness - This is my price
For all the sins
I've done to you
LIKE TEARS (IN THE DUST)
------------------------
(Music: Schwarz &amp; Asmodeus / Lyrics: Asmodeus &amp; Schwarz)
Black tears are creeping down my skin
Is this the beginning - The beginning of my end ?
- I am forsaken
Like tears     - I know their abilities
In the dust    - Their might to force your mind
Like tears     - Their unaggressiv thoughts
In the dust    - Will break your pride
I'm not created - created to live eternal
I can't stand - can't stand this pain
Like tears     - I know their abilities
In the dust    - Their might to force your mind
Like tears     - Their unaggressiv thoughts
In the dust    - Will break your pride
The power of hope will be burned
When earth turns to hell
Hearts full of sadness - Love is born dead
I'm not allowed to take command
Like tears     - I know their abilities
In the dust    - Their might to force your mind
Like tears     - Their unaggressiv thoughts
In the dust    - Will break your pride
Now I am king an ruler over
No, I'm a deceiver to my own mind -
Ahhh
Majesty - I'm god over thee
Insanity - The sky that burns in me
In Ebony - My face is...
Immortalized for you
Energy - Energy
Entity - Entity
Sadly - Sadly
Again
Nailed - punisher on the cross
The Key - Buried in eternal frost
Lifeless - The emperor, That's me
Heavenly agony
Energy - Energy
Entity - Entity
Sadly - Sadly
Never more
Long ago I wandered through the bodies
I'm the soul that's left behind
Like tears     - I know their abilities
In the dust    - Their might to force your mind
Like tears     - Their unaggressiv thoughts
In the dust    - Will break your pride
Like tears     - I know their abilities
In the dust    - Their might to force your mind
Like tears     - Their unaggressiv thoughts
In the dust    - Will break your pride
Repeat
ON SOULWINGS
------------
(Music: Asmodeus &amp; Schwarz / Lyrics: Asmodeus)
Beauty and happiness, world of health



The power, the glory, the might of ourselves
Fights, hate, greed and the maze
But then comes the fire
Tyrrany reigns
Harmony is damaged - Love gets exhomed
Now my hammer falls
Choir of the gods resound through this night
A billter last warning
The appearance of the giants - Hail
The battle begins
Last flight on soulwings
Perfunctory leading light
Empirical engulfed in unaccountable winds
Like the typhoons hand
This emotional screams touch my ears
Harmonies hazard - That this crown sings ?
Choir of the gods resound through this night
A billter last warning
The appearance of the giants - Hail
The battle begins
Last flight on soulwings
Repeat
UNDERNEATH ORIONS SWORD
-----------------------
(Music: Asmodeus &amp; Schwarz / Lyrics: Asmodeus)
Underneath (or below)
Orions sword (the sword of the crown)
The impiety of coldness, you feel
The basement of my life is distorted act of love
In an area of different emotions - I only see...
- My own end... hate turns to sorrow
- Love shines bright - Through the darkness
I can hear the bells from beyond -
The evil ones are still alive
No hope for the ... holy ground ?
Fire
Fire
My soul is damned
I have no hope
Fly out of my mind
Fire
Fire
IGNIS CREATIO
-------------
(Music: Schwarz / Lyrics: Schwarz)
Woe ! There's Wrath In My Veins - Filled With Anger, Hope And Pride -
Occasionally I Fell Like Flowing Down A Stream - I've Been Used To Believe
In Things I Do And Things I've Done Like A Tender Mother Gives Love To Her
Son - Friendship And Relationship - It's Not Much More Far And Wide - Keep
Your Emotions In Good Memory Keep Them Right - Ashes To Ashes - Dust To Dust
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